The contribution of the upper and lower face in happy and sad facial expression classification.
We used a happy/sad classification task and a psychophysical model to study the tuning properties of facial expression processors across viewing conditions. Using morphed faces, in this study we measured the extent to which classification of facial expressions depends on the intensity of a particular expression on either the upper or lower face. In the fovea, the upper and lower parts of the test image were either aligned or had a lateral shift of 44' visual angle. In the periphery, the aligned test image was placed at a 6 degrees visual angle to the left of the fixation. Observers were asked to classify a test image of a facial expression as happy or sad. We discovered that the alignment of the upper and lower halves of the face had no effect on happy/sad classification in the fovea, suggesting that the classification of facial expressions is an analytic process. The model also showed no interaction between the two halves of the face in foveal facial expression classification. In addition, the poor performance of observers in recognizing happiness in the periphery manifests a computational complexity, suggesting a model in which the happy-face processor relies on both facial features and the interaction between them to recognize happiness in the periphery.